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1.0 Purpose 

This document recommends bundled rail stockpiling and handling practices with the intention to minimize 
the risk of injury and product damage.  

2.0 Overview 

Squamish Terminals handles a wide variety of steel products: pipe (loose and bundled), structural (wide 
flange beam, channel, angles), plate, rebar, coiled sheet, wire rod and bundled rail (up to 80’ in length). 
Stored and handled properly, steel products present a low risk of injury and remain free from damage. 
However, unitized materials can be damaged during transit or handling, causing packages to lose integrity, 
which could compromise the package’s ability to support others in a stockpile. Also, if individual pieces are 
handled or stored improperly, cargo damage can occur and stockpiles can collapse resulting in loss of 
productivity, serious injury or death. The primary hazard in bundled rail stockpiling is pile stability. 
Consequently, these guidelines focus on maintaining pile stability and protecting a worker in the event the 
product moves unexpectedly.  

3.0 Legislation and Literature  

Part XIV of the Canadian Occupational Safety and Health (COSH) Regulations addresses Materials Handling, 
which requires operators of motorized equipment to be protected from falling objects (s. 14.4), restricts 
non-authorized workers from a materials handling area (s. 14.38), and most importantly, requires that, 
“…all materials…must be stored in a manner so that there is no risk to the health and safety of any 
employee”. (s. 14.50 (f)). Of course, COSH regulations, Part XIX, (Hazard Prevention Programs) require 
employers to implement and monitor a program to prevent hazards.   

Other than the general references in the CLC, no regulatory standards directly address steel handling and 
storage, nor do any industry standards exist. The American Association of Railroads (AAR) impose extensive 
requirements for loading bundled rail on railcars. Squamish Terminals adheres to these standards when 
loading bundled rail onto railcars. 

4.0 Receiving and Stockpiling  

4.1. Dunnage 

• Typically made from wood, dunnage allows the commodity, when sitting on the ground, to be 
accessed by a lift truck, and separates tiers of commodities in a pile. Dunnage also unitizes and 
distributes the load of individual pieces. Each layer of dunnage must support the distributed 
load of all commodities above it, which might total many tonnes. Consequently, dunnage 
should be well supported and of substantial quality and size. Dunnage should be free from rot, 
cracks, splits and crushed areas. Inspect regularly and dispose of any suspect material 
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4.1.1.        Site Storage Dunnage Guidelines  

• For steel products, dunnage should be a minimum of 4 in. x 4 in. Rough 4x4 is recommended. 
Planed, nominal 4x4 lumber is significantly smaller than rough (41/8 x 41/8) and more prone to 
damage  

• For structural strength, dunnage should be high quality structural grade and species. Dunnage 
should be #2 or better Hem/Fir, avoid softwood, like cedar, and utility or landscape grade 
wood. 

• Each piece of dunnage should be level and fully supported by the ground or the commodities it 
rests upon. Fill voids with short longitudinal pieces so that the dunnage is in effective contact 
with the ground or commodity below it  

• Dunnage should be placed at each end of the commodity and as required in between to 
prevent sagging or damage of cargo. Dunnage should prevent each tier from making contact 
with the ground or tier below. 

• Dunnage should be vertically aligned as each tier is stowed on top of the one below. 
 

4.1.2. Railcar Loading Dunnage Guidelines 

• Based on the present American Association of Railroads (AAR) standards, the minimum 
required dunnage for loading to railcar is 4x4 Douglas Fir (S4S or rough cut).  Any dunnage to 
be used that is outside these parameters, must be discussed and approved through an AAR 
representative. For example, we are presently using 4x5 Douglas Fir S4S which is acceptable as 
long as the 5” portion lays flat on the railcar or each tier of long rails. 
 

• The dunnage for each railcar needs to be placed specifically as outlined by the AAR standards. 
These standards will be made available by the Operations Superintendent at time of loading. 
Presently, each tier of 78’ long rail utilizes 7 pieces of dunnage evenly spaced, other lengths 
utilize 5 pieces of dunnage evenly spaced. 

 
4.2. Stockpiling  

Each commodity has its own safe stockpiling requirements. Generally, each tier above the bottom tier 
must be supported by a tier of equal or greater width. Piles should be level and straight. In winter, 
consider the extra weight of heavy snow. Also, piles or tiers should not be built upon snow or ice 
covered surfaces as the pile might slip or shift as the snow or ice melts.  

Bundled rail can be stockpiled in tiers up to 8 high, Squamish Terminals generally limits the stockpiles 
to 7 tiers high. 

For safety purposes, when stockpiling bundled rail, the actual height to stack will be based on the 
stability of the pile. Things such as, but not limited to, ground condition, site congestion, surrounding 
areas and cargo mix/condition will help determine a safe height for stockpiling. This height may vary in 
different areas on site. 
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4.2.1. Worker Safety 

• Stockpile minimum 3ft from safety walkway 
• Piles should be stepped down on the front and back faces to a safe height 
• If a higher front or back face is necessary, workers on foot should maintain a 10 ft. distance from 

the front or back of the pile. 
• Foremen should be notified of any instability in the pile, and the necessary safety precautions 

should be taken (start new tier, break down pile, blocking pile etc.) 
• Dunnage should not be lifted above shoulder height, if the pile is above shoulder height, dunnage 

should be placed directly on load before going to pile. The load must be lowered, and the machine 
park brake applied while placing dunnage. Load can then be placed onto pile. Eye contact must be 
maintained with the lift truck driver at all times. 

• Dunnage may need to be adjusted once the load is in place, ensure that fork lift is clear from pile 
before adjusting. 
 

5.0  Cargo Description 

Bundled is received in lengths of 40’, 60’, 74’ and 78’, and gauges of 115 HH, 115 IH, 136 HH and 136 IH. There 
are typically 3 rails in each bundle, with each bundle weighing up to 4.8 MT.  
 

6.0 General Mandatory Safety Requirements 

6.1. General Safety Mandatory Requirements 

• Foreman discusses rail discharge operational plan with crew to ensure Longshore understand 
operation, safety and PPE. Tool box talk to ensure all workers are aware of hazards and 
understand the procedure. 

• All workers must wear all required Personal Protective Equipment. 
• Ensure required / effective communication at all times (i.e. radio, hand signals, eye contact, etc.) 
• Safe hatch entrance practices to be adhered to.  
• Environmental hazards to be identified, eliminated and/or controlled. 
• Equipment that is not operating properly must be reported immediately. 
• Watch for moving machinery. 
• When working with partners, be aware of what the others are doing. 
• Always maintain clean working area. 
• NEVER STAND IN THE BIGHT. 
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7.0 Procedure – Bundled Rail Discharge from Vessel 

7.1.  Preparation 

Ensure all equipment is operational and ready, including: 

• Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) – minimum requirement includes safety vests and steel 
toed boots 

Organize materials and documentation, including: 

• Dunnage (8ft 4x5’s - lengths may vary) 
• Wood salvage bins  

 

7.2. Discharge of Bundled Rail  

1) For Hold Entry, follow safe work practices, if in doubt talk to Foreman 
2) When discharging rail, appropriate and rated stevedoring gear to be used (i.e. rail clamps, lifting 

frame) 
3) Set up Save-all net or alternate barrier to prevent workers falling into water 
4) Ensure proper lifting appliances and rigging practices are used at all times 
5) Holdman to wait until the frame is in position above load before moving underneath to secure 

clamps  
6) Ensure all rail clamps are in place and secure 
7) Prior to and during shift, visually inspect all slings and clamps for signs of any damage 
8) Holdmen place rail clamps on rail being mindful of pinch points, ensuring no crossing of 

slings or overlapping. Along the length of the load, 90⁰ pulls should be maintained. 
9) Topside to take lift to ensure load is level. If not, place load down and adjust clamps 
10) Holdmen must move to a safe location, so the load and/or frame does not pass over head and 

no one is in the bight 
11) Crane operator must move the load away from Holdmen and take safest path when 

travelling out of hatch. The load may need to be moved to the centre of the hatch and set 
down in order for holdmen to move to a safe location.  

12) The load must be landed on bunks evenly. 
13) Slingmen / Checkers / Lift trucks must remain clear of the landing area until the load is settled 

onto the dock 
14) Slingmen are to inspect slings and rail clamps after use to look for signs of excessive wear 

during the discharge process and report any findings immediately 
15) Slingmen must use pike poles to turn cargo and maintain safe working distance from load 
16) Safe practices to be followed when lifting dunnage out of hatch. 
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8.0  Procedure – Bundled Rail Receiving from Vessel 

8.1. Preparation 

Ensure all equipment is operational and ready, including: 

• Various capacity forklifts with 8 foot general cargo forks.  
• Utility forklifts for moving dunnage. 
• Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) – minimum requirement includes safety vests, steel toe boots and gloves. 

Organize materials and documentation, including: 

• Dunnage (8ft 4x5’s - lengths may vary) 
• Various Forms - Vessel Discharge Summary, Vessel Discharge Check Sheet, Vessel Damage 

Summary & Railcar Loading Sheet (See Appendices for Samples) 
• Vessel Line up (distributed from Traffic) Materials Handling  

8.2. Receiving from Vessel 

1. Management discusses starting location and plan with the foreman 
2. Crew is dispatched to “starting area” and Foreman discusses beam receiving operational plan with 

crew to ensure Longshore understand operation, safety and PPE – tool box talk. Depending on 
volume of beam being offloaded there may be several “starting areas”. 

3. The Checker will keep accurate tallies of the quantity and quality of the bundled rail being received. 
The Checker will record any discrepancies or damage and notify the Foreman. 

4. Labourer lays 4x4 dunnage in laydown area, (# depending on length of rail)  
5. Driver use forklifts to remove rail from shipside bunk to laydown area 
6. Driver sets bundle down on dunnage, labourer will guide driver 
7. For all tiers, ensure 4x4 dunnage is placed directly above dunnage below 
8. Extra dunnage may be required to further stabilize any portion of each row/pile as required 
9. Rail is received in lengths of 40’, 60’, 74’ and 78’, and gauges of 115 HH, 115 IH, 136 HH and 136 IH 
10. Pile lengths or gauge are not mixed  
11. Each tier must be supported by tier of equal or greater width 
12. Piles must be level and straight 
13. Height of stack should not exceed depth 
14. Ensure individual tiers do not overlap 
15. Dunnage should be placed at each end and equally in between 
16. Safety Precautions:  

• While loading railcar, never stand in front a pile that could topple – stay out of the bight. 
• Dunnage should be placed directly on top of dunnage below 
• Workers on foot around the working pile maintain 10ft distance from front and back of pile 
• Stockpile minimum 3ft from safety walkway 
• Piles should be stepped down on the front and back faces to a safe height 
• Dunnage should not be lifted above shoulder height, for high rows, lower load and place 

dunnage on load, adjust dunnage once load in place 
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8.3. Checker Duties 

The Checker performs the following duties for their gang/crew: 

• Counts & Records Bundled Rail (on Check Sheet) 
• Records Storage Location 
• Checks for broken, damaged or insufficient banding and has suspect bundles set a side. 
• Record any damage on Vessel Damage Summary (Appendix C) 
• Report any damage (to Foreman proactively during shift to prevent further damage from 

occurring) 
• Submit Vessel Discharge Check sheet (Appendix B) to Foreman at end of shift.  Foreman to 

record daily production on Vessel Discharge Summary (Appendix A). 

Types of damage the Checker should look for includes, but is not limited to the following: 

• Any flaws in bundled rail such as twists, bends, dents, cracks, etc. 
• Damaged or insufficient banding. 

9.0 Procedure – Bundled Rail Delivery to Railcar 

9.1. Preparation 

Ensure all equipment is operational and ready, including: 

• Various capacity forklifts with 8 foot general cargo forks.  
• Utility forklifts for moving dunnage. 
• Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) – minimum requirement includes safety vests, steel toed 

boots and gloves. 

Organize materials and documentation, including: 

• Dunnage for railcar loading and staging. 
• Banding gear and cutters. 
• Various forms – Vessel Discharge Summary, Vessel Discharge Check sheet, Vessel Damage 

Summary, Railcar Loading Sheets (refer to Appendices for Samples) 

9.2. Delivery to Railcar 

Generally all bundled rail is transported off site by railcar. The rail company Squamish Terminals works 
with is CN Rail and the railcars come in various configurations which will determine the loading 
practices. The procedures below outline how Squamish Terminals delivers and loads bundled rail to 89’ 
flat deck railcars (rail transporters). 
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1. Management discusses starting location and plan with the foreman 
2. Crew is dispatched to “starting area” and Foreman discusses beam delivery to railcar operational 

plan with crew to ensure Longshore understand operation, safety and PPE – tool box talk.  
3. The Checker will keep accurate tallies of the quantity and quality of the bundled rail being delivered. 

The Checker will record any discrepancies or damage and notify the Foreman. 
4. While loading rail to railcar, labourers are to stand at each end of railcar to assist the drivers while 

loading, and to stay out of the bight in case the rail falls off the back side of the railcar. 
5. Two fork lift drivers lift the bundles and back out of the pile, turn and go to the rail car loading 

location. 
6. If turning rail is required, use a staging area to set rail down on bunks, drivers go around the pile to 

pick up on the other side and take rail to the rail car loading location. 
7. If bundles are required to be cut in order to make a full tier, this is done at the pile, drivers place the 

single bundle on ground and back away allowing labourer to cut bands. When loading single pieces 
of rail along with bundles, driver is to keep the single piece against the forklift carriage. 

8. Labourers are to ensure dunnage is placed on the deck of railcar (if needed) and between each tier 
of rail as per AAR Standards while loading railcar. 

9. The two forklifts will lift each tier from the bunks onto the dunnage on the railcar. The capacity of 
the railcar and the present AAR Standards will dictate what is loaded to each railcar. Typically a 
railcar will take 3-4 tiers of 4-5 bundles (plus partial bundles). 

10. Safety Precautions:  
• While loading railcar, never stand in front a pile that could topple – stay out of the bight. 
• Dunnage should be placed directly on top of dunnage below 
• Workers on foot around the working pile maintain 10ft distance from front and back of pile 

See Appendix F for AAR Rail Car Loading Rules Manual. 

9.3. Turning Liners 

Two different gages of rail are loaded (136lb and 115lb) onto two different series railcars (44 and 45 series). 
Some 44 series railcars have liners which may need to be turned in or out depending on what gage rail is 
being loaded. The following procedure should be followed when turning liners: 

1. While turning liners, the labourer is working under the fork of the lift truck, therefore hard hats 
must be worn; 

2. Labourer applies the sling to the liner; 
3. Lift truck is positioned in place ; 
4. Labourer loops the sling over the fork, ensure sling is a minimum of 4 feet onto the fork; 
5. With forks level, and straight mast, Lift truck driver lifts the forks to slide the liner off the 

stanchion; 
6. Labourer guides the liner off if necessary, and ensures the lift is 90° to the forks; 
7. Labourer turns the liner 180° and guides the liner back onto stanchion as fork lift operator lowers 

the liner; 
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8. Hand position – when guiding the liners on or off, ensure hand position is on the sleeve to avoid 
pinch points or crush hazard should the liner drop suddenly 

9. If turning liners on both sides of the car at the same time, ensure to work opposite ends of railcar 
for labourers safety. 

10. Safety Precautions:  
• Be aware of slip, trip and fall hazards - un-even surfaces / holes in railcar floors  
• Caution when stepping on and off railcar 
• Do not standing on the railcars when they are moving 
• Caution while working at height on railcars 

9.4. Loading Short Lengths 

Bundled Rail is received in lengths of 40’, 60’, 74’ and 78’.  

When loading to railcar, 74’ ad 78’ can be loaded together, but must be recorded separately by length.  

40’ rail can be loaded in combination with 78’, in this situation the 40’ rail must be loaded end to end, 
and the top tier must be the 78’. 

60’ rail can be loaded in combination with 78’ in various patterns. Any time the 60’ rail is loaded to a 
railcar, the entire load must be strapped with polyester strapping, minimum 5 straps per car (according 
to AAR Standards in Appendix).  

These load patterns may vary and are supplied to Squamish Terminals by CN. 

9.5. Checker Duties 

The Checker performs the following duties for each railcar: 

• Counts & records bundled rail/pieces loaded to each railcar on Railcar Loading Sheet  
(Appendix D) 

• Record Any Damage (on Railcar Loading Sheet in ‘Remarks’ section) 
• Report Any Damage (to Foreman proactively during shift to prevent further damage from 

occurring) 
• Submit Railcar Loading Sheet (to Head Checker at end of shift). 

Types of damage the Checker should look for includes, but is not limited to the following: 

• Any flaws in bundled rail such as twists, bends, dents, cracks, etc. 
• Damaged or insufficient banding. 
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10.0 Hazards 

As outlined in the Squamish Terminals (SQT) Health and Safety Policy, SQT is committed to providing a safe 
place of work for all employees, visitors and contractors. SQT is committed to the development, 
implementations and maintenance of a hazard prevention program (HPP) and methodology for managing 
hazards related to all activities at SQT. 

As such, a Hazard and Risk Analysis has been completed for the Bundled Rail Procedure. Hazards are 
detailed below: 

• Slips, Trips, Falls on slippery / uneven surfaces while walking around site 
• Pedestrians exposure to being struck by site traffic while walking around site 
• Site vehicles / materials handling equipment striking other vehicles or stationary obstacles / 

equipment 
• Poor ergonomics while lifting/moving with dunnage  – overexertion, musculoskeletal injuries 
• Falling objects (equipment, cargo, debris, broken equipment, tools) – risk of being struck or 

crushed 
• Overhead hazards – hook, frame, slings, cargo, equipment, gear 
• Collapsing load - risk of being struck or crushed 
• Poor ergonomics while rigging, lifting, banding, pulling, pushing  – overexertion, 

musculoskeletal injuries 
• Falling objects (equipment, cargo, debris, broken equipment, tools) – risk of being struck or 

crushed 
• Truck driver falling from deck of truck while adjusting/strapping load 
• Materials handling equipment - unstable load – tipping/rolling, while moving cargo 
• Pinch Points – when hooking/unhooking, when handling dunnage 
• Sharp edges / slivers from dunnage, cables, debris 
• Exposure to elements (wind, sunburn, heat index, cold, dust) 

 

11.0 Appendices 

A. Site Map 
B. Sample Vessel Discharge Summary 
C. Sample Vessel Discharge Check Sheet 
D. Sample Vessel Damage Summary 
E. Sample Railcar Loading Sheet 
F. AAR Standard for Strapping 
G. AAR Railcar Loading  Rules Manual 
H. Photo Gallery 
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Appendix A – Site Map 
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Appendix B - Sample Vessel Discharge Summary 
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Appendix C – Sample Vessel Discharge Check Sheet 
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Appendix D – Sample Vessel Damage Summary 
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Appendix E – Sample Railcar Loading Sheet 
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Appendix F – AAR Standard for Strapping 
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Appendix G – AAR Open Top Loading Rules Manual 
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Appendix H – Photo Gallery 

Receiving from Vessel 
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Delivery to Railcar 

 

 

 

 

 

Turning Liners 
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Strapping 60’ Lengths 
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12.0 Revision Record 

Document Rev Date Originator Details of Change 

PRO-008 1.0 2014-10-30 SQT Original draft 

PRO-008 2.0 2016-09-13 SQT Updated flow charts. AAR 
strapping guidelines added to 

appendix, photos added. 

PRO-008 3.0 2019-06-24 SQT Updated format, Added discharge 
from vessel, added turning liners, 
reviewed and updated receiving 

from vessel and delivery to truck, 
updated photos, added hazards 
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